
CHOCOLATE FOUNTAIN OPERATION & CLEANING 

OPERATION 

The fountain is designed for approximately 2-3hrs. of use at 1 time.  

The small fountain (up to 100-125 people) requires 11lbs. of chocolate for normal use & the 

large fountain (up to 300-350 people) requires 22lbs. of chocolate for normal use.  Chocolate 

MUST  be obtained through Party, Tents & Events.  Use of other chocolate may damage the 

equipment & lead to the replacement of the machine at the cost of the customer.   

Pre-melt the tub(s) of chocolate as directed on the chocolate container to a complete liquid form.  

While melting chocolate, machine should be in the “OFF” position & the temp knob should be 

in the “OFF” position.   Pour the melted chocolate into the base of the fountain ( Do not pour 

into center auger) & turn the on/off switch to “ON” starting the auger.  The auger should 

remain “ON” for the entire period of use.     

 Additional pre-melted chocolate can be added to the fountain during use if required.  The

heat of the motor & the friction of the auger should be sufficient to keep the chocolate

melted during operation.**

** If the chocolate starts to harden (you will notice thickness in the sheeting of the chocolate) 

you can turn the heat dial to LOW 1-4 for several minutes but heat should not be left on as it 

will reduce the running time of machine & may cause damage & overheating.  THIS UNIT 

SHOULD BE MONITORED AT ALL TIMES. 

The auger motor generates heat & is designed to keep chocolate melted during use.  Operating 

the fountain for a substantially longer period than 2-3hrs. or operating the fountain with the 

auger running & the heat ON or higher than low for more than a few minutes could cause the 

motor to overheat in the fountain.   

Do not turn auger “OFF” at anytime during use. Doing so will cause chocolate to harden in 

the auger tube, resulting in strain to the fountain & possible overheating & damage to the unit 

if turned back on without proper cleaning. 

Never run the fountain without anything inside.  It will damage the fountain. 

CLEANING 

Party, Tents & Events asks that you DO NOT attempt to clean the fountain.  Once you are 

finished with the fountain, turn all switches “OFF” & let the chocolate harden on the fountain.  

PT&E will clean the fountain upon return with no additional cleaning fees applied to your 

rental.  For any questions or concerns, call 707-544-4132.
 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS!! 


